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Locating mediumistic practise
• Mediumism may be viewed in isolation as a special gift of persons 

endowed. Of course some will reject any notion of “paranormal” 
perceptions. We shall take the phenomenon which is attested in all 
cultures seriously.

• We shall look at the “setting” and the accessibility of mediumism
where it is culturally accepted and at modes of participation beyond 
through the internet. 

• We shall see how mediumism re-emerges in European awareness 
through the media, internet included, by exposures to cultures in 
which it is socially accepted and instituted – here in particular of 
South Africa. 

• South Africa is particularly suited, since it shares long historical 
connections with the Netherlands and Britain through colonialism, 
but also with Germany through substantial emigration, through mass 
tourism and through shared culture.

• South Africa comprises both elements which are closely familiar, 
enhancing communication, and those which are not familiar, of 
African Traditional culture and religion (ATR).



Conditions of reception of mediumist practise 
through media & the internet

• There is a common notion that the internet makes distant 
cultures readily accessible. This may be disputed.

• While there are “ethnographic” reports about distant 
cultures, barriers of language and culture usually prevent any 
extensive reception. Accordingly there is little material in 
English or German on the mediumistic culture of Brazil 
available on www.youtube, however much in Portuguese.

• South Africa represents a “cultural interface”, by sharing 
Anglo-Dutch and African cultures. This makes its culture 
accessible as a case of “extended self”, with roles and 
characters for the audience in Europe to identify with.

• This may create a pathway for the reception in Europe.

• The following images from a report about South African 
mediumism in the magazine STERN will illustrate the case.

http://www.youtube/


Der STERN 16 –
2017 URL:

https://www.picasta.com/post/57266258/stern-
fotografie-gemeinsam-mit-einer-knftigen-
schlerin-entspannt-chris-am-fluss-es-ist-der-tag-
vor-ihrer-einfhrungszeremonie-die-letzten-stu

The photo depicts a 
white diviner 
(“sangoma”) in SA, 
relaxing with a student 
before an initiation.

His dress is  fanciful 
and not traditional.

The image reverts the 
roles: depicting this 
white man as a 
sangoma teacher of a 
black novice  is an 
inversion of the 
cultural transmission in 
which whites learn 
from black diviners. 



Cultural realms of mediumistic practise
• The location of mediumism in cultural spheres varies between 

societies. This affects the reception of South African mediumism in 
Europe too.

• Mediumism is basically present in three sphere of culture: 

• 1) as a “paranormal” “spiritistic” phenomenon: related to the issue of 
the boundaries of reality 

• 2) as a phenomenon in the field of psychology

• 3) as a phenomenon in the field of religion

• In many cultures it is located at the intersection of two or three of 
these:

 

Spiritistic 

aspect             

Religious 

aspect 

Psychological 

aspect 



Types of SA mediumism and reception

• In traditional black South African culture there are three types of 
mediumism recognised and practiced:

• 1) die „herbalists“ (iZinyanya, iXhwele ) who are shown the herbs
they need through dreams

• 2) diviners of a „shamanic“ type (iSangoma, iGqira ) who work with
oracles and who are consulted about problems of health and crises

• 3) the „seers“ (iSitunywa), also acknowledged as „prophets“ in 
African Independent Churches, - who have a natural gift of
clairvoyance, often extending into the future.

• Of these the second type have received the almost exclusive
attention here in Europe. Interest in Sangomas is located at the
interface of „health“ and „spiritism“. The religious, cultural and social
aspects are mostly ignored in this reception – that the spirits also 
have a religious role and meaning.

• I.e. the reception of this phenomenon is determined by European 
categories, also to question present worldviews here. 



Location and discourse

• In our culture mediumism is located at the fringes of reality, 
as a subject for scientists willing to risk their reputation, 
except in the role of “guardians of a rational world view”, on 
which our culture is founded, by refuting spiritism as 
delusional. Such practise is viewed as a form of transgression.

• In the field of psychology it may be defined as a poorly 
understood “product of the unconscious brain”, as 
Cognitivists would aver, if not as a form of delusion. It may be 
viewed as a phenomenon of a “higher self”, internalised, in 
the school of C.G. Jung or by Transpersonalism and thus be 
appreciated as supportive of the latter theories.

• In the field of religion it is accepted and viewed positively by 
Pentecostals as “gift of the Holy Spirit” or negatively as 
“demoniacal”. It is accepted by some in the Esoteric and in 
the Neopagan fields. Most others hold negative views.



Mediumism: the excluded 
“Night-Side” (Nachtseite) of 
Reason in Europe
Here Francisco Goya’s etching: 
Capricho № 43: El sueño de la 
razón produce monstruos  (“The 
sleep - or: dream - of Reason 
produces monsters”, 1799).
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Goya-
Capricho-43.jpg

The inclusion of the “owl” 
among the creatures of the 
night is interesting. By Goya’s 
time the suppression of 
mediumistic culture through the 
burning of witches had been 
about completed. He appears 
ambivalent about Romanticism’s 
renewed interest in this “Night-
Side of Reason”)



Culture-bound discourse and social practise in South Africa

• In South African society the structured and professional mediumistic 
practise was confined to traditional Bantu African culture. 

• It was sternly disapproved of by most Christian churches. 

• However in independent African Churches, called “African Initiated 
Churches” (AIC), who have integrated much heritage of African 
Traditional Religion, these practises, the associated anthropological 
and cosmological views, and the culturally instituted formation of 
specialists of mediumism are appreciated and have been adopted. 
Through these churches, the largest group in SA, mediumistic 
practises have gained acceptance in the largely Christian society.

• To become a sangoma a culturally specified form of “calling” through 
dreams and mediumistic experiences is required for admission to the 
structured extensive training  in which this gift is developed and 
repeatedly tested. (There is debate about standards of quality in SA.)



Re-appraisal of mediumism as element of  African 
traditional culture

• In the context of democratisation of South Africa a new assertion of 
African culture has begun. The traditional practise of diviners 
(Sangoma, Icqirha or Dingaka) has received new appreciation.

• Rural whites have probably consulted African diviners for ages 
already. However, if so, this was done in secret. Whites however did 
not train to become diviners, nor would they have been accepted as 
candidates for training, for culture-bound religious reasons. This has 
changed.  

• Formerly confined to the African milieus of rural areas and the 
townships, it has emerged as an accepted practice in the middle 
classes – and importantly, sangoma mediumism has spread over the 
race barriers to become endorsed by some whites. This facilitated by 
the emergence of esoteric world views in the context of 
secularisation and its crisis in the Western culture.



Mediumism in traditional South African culture:
a divination session in rural northern South Africa, 1960 

(Photo: Harry Kleinhempel)



Contemporary SA mediumism on the www: 
Amanda Gcabashe

• Portrayed as „South Africa's hi-tech healer“ by: Lucy Fleming, BBC 
News website, Johannesburg, 
http://newsimg.bbc.co.uk/media/images/45615000/jpg/_45615045_
sangoma.jpg

• A. Gcabashe’s website: 
http://www.mphutungwane.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&
view=article&id=5&Itemid=2

http://newsimg.bbc.co.uk/media/images/45615000/jpg/_45615045_sangoma.jpg
http://www.mphutungwane.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=5&Itemid=2


Spreading SA mediumism through the internet: 
Amanda Gcabashe delivering a lecture 

• My life as a traditional healer in the 21st Century | Amanda Gcabashe
| TEDxJohannesburg

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXZlmM-cXZM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXZlmM-cXZM


Introduction to the lecture at the TEDx-Johannesburg
• “In 1999 Amanda Gcabashe went on a one-way trip into what she calls a 

“parallel universe” when she accepted her ancestors’ calling to become a 
traditional healer, or sangoma in the South African lexicon. With her day-job 
in the corporate world, she finds herself in the paradoxical situation of living 
two very different lives. It would be fair to expect this dichotomous 
existence—one foot in the ancient world of ancestors and spirits, and 
another in the modern world of boardrooms and pie charts—to unsettle her. 
But Amanda is not at all fazed. In this TEDxJohannesburg 2015 talk, she 
shares thoughts about the complexities and contradictions of her life” 

• Gcabashe comes from an Anglican minister’s family. She did her 
professional training with a BCom, before her mediumistic calling became 
too strong to ignore without endangering her state of mind.

• To note: in the perspective of “transcultural psychiatry” in SA a differential 
diagnosis is standard to distinguish mediumistic from delusional 
phenomena (also known to traditional culture.) However some rationalists 
will insist on treating those with conditions of “Ukuthwasa” (the “calling”) 
as schizophrenics with the expectable results of unresolved misery.



About the TEDx centre, a cultural
institution for SA culture
and its intentions:

• “We are TEDxJohannesburg. We are a community of curious, open-
minded people who care deeply about celebrating local ideas, and 
sharing them with the world. Everyday we look for (and find) 
remarkable people doing great work. We give them a platform, and 
amplify their ideas on the world wide web. We believe that their 
ideas, delivered at our sought-after events, and distributed via video 
on the web, will change the world.”

• Website: http://www.tedxjohannesburg.co.za/

• Comment: here we find the usual relation between Europe and Africa 
reversed: (South) Africa is actively exporting its culture and world-
views. European world-views are taken heed of but they do not 
condition the messages. The intention of this endeavour, to change 
i.a. European beliefs and views, is clearly stated. 

http://www.tedxjohannesburg.co.za/


Spread of SA mediumism beyond its traditional limits 
1. The culture-bound practise of mediumism of the sangomas has crossed 
cultural boundaries into the mainstream culture of modern South Africa. Some 
80% of black South Africans, i.e. 60% of the population consult sangomas. 
2. This structured practise of Sangoma mediumism has emerged from rural 
traditionalist environments into urban settings. 
3. It has begun to spread to the culture of the white people (and other non-
black cultures).  Whites have begun  first to study in earnest, and then to 
experience a calling and to be initiated as sangomas from the 1970’s onwards -
see: J.P. Laubscher and V. Bührmann as psychiatrists and R. Graham as 
reported by T. G. McCallum and J. T. Wreford.
4. SA mediumist calling and initiation has become a subject for academic study 
by black DSA initiates themselves, see L.R.N. Mlisa.
5. The religious aspect remains confined to African Independent Churches.
6. The spiritistic aspect is mostly received as somehow connected to the 
therapeutic. (It is sometimes downplayed as a mere cultural phenomenon.)
7. Through the internet some of the mediumism has become accessible to 
wider audiences in South Africa and world-wide and has raised interest.
8. In European culture the emphasis of reception is on sangoma practise as a 
sort of divinatory  medical and therapeutic cure.



Crossing the race barrier. The emergence of white sangomas

Extracts of an article by Stephen Selaluke, „Meet Kyle, the young white sangoma -
There is a white sangoma in Mamelodi.”, in:  REKORD – Pretoria East , April 23, 2015 

http://rekordeast.co.za/49185/meet-kyle-the-young-white-sangoma/

“It all started with bad dreams. That is how Kyle Todd (11) recalled how 
his calling to become a sangoma (traditional healer) came about. He was 
only 9 years old then. Now, two years later, he is one of South Africa’s 
youngest Mlungu sangomas (white traditional healers). He is fully 
qualified, having completed his training last year October. Speaking to 
Rekord, Todd said: “An old man would come into my dreams and teach 
me about the bones and medicines. At other times it was a young black 
sangoma teaching me how to read the bones too.”

Todd Kyle identified the old man as his grandfather, Frank Marshall, 
whose name he adopted as professional name. 

This follows the Bantu view that (sangoma) mediumism is no a mere 
faculty of clairvoyance – which is also recognised to exist – but a gift  
and calling by ancestral spirits of one’s own lineage  and of others’.

http://rekordeast.co.za/49185/meet-kyle-the-young-white-sangoma/
http://rekordnorth.co.za/


Crossing the race barrier. The emergence of white sangomas (2)

One day, he woke up and asked his parents to accompany him to the 
east of Pretoria. Driving without knowing where they were heading, 
they ended up in the township of Mamelodi. Surprisingly, when they got 
to Mamelodi, Kyle Todd started directing his parents to the house of the 
young sangoma who would later train him.  Speaking about the training, 
Todd said: ‘I was not scared to do the training, as the old man told me in 
my dreams that everything will be fine and I gladly accepted the 
calling.’”

Todd’s teacher at the school for sangomas, Solomon Mathebula states:

“‘He reads the bones, dances very well at ceremonies, and easily senses 
bad spirits and wishes. Kyle’s spiritual guidance has come from him [-
reference is made to his grandfather Frank Marshall -] , and a woman 
far back in our family line. Before Kyle became a student sangoma, he 
had unexplained dreams, which were the exact same dreams I had as a 
boy of 9 years old.’ Solomon Mathebula explained that these are the 
dreams of a person who should become a sangoma and we supported 
him all the way.”



Mamelodi sangomas, Thapelo Letsie (11), Solomon Mathebula, and Kyle Todd 
(11) a mlungu sangoma (white traditional healer).

Source: http://rekordeast.co.za/49185/meet-kyle-the-young-white-sangoma/



The role of a cultural “field” in this sangoma calling
Today, Todd is a proud young English sangoma and has helped more than 60 patients in Mamelodi. He is very good with healing children. Todd was born in England, where his parents 
originated from

“His family is no newcomers to sangomas. His father said: ‘It came as no surprise. I used to visit a farm in Kwa-Zulu Natal when I was 10 years old, and always got on well with the owner … who 
threw the bones[. I] have found he also believed in the traditional healing methods of sangomas.’”

• The case of Kyle Todds, who was born in England but raised in South Africa has also 
been reported on German TV by: Denzel, Thomas, “Südafrika – Der Heilerjunge “, 
in: Weltspiegel, ARD, 15.08.2016, http://www.daserste.de/information/politik-
weltgeschehen/weltspiegel/suedafrika-heilerjunge-100.html

• This report adds interesting detail:

• Thus Todd Kyles’ grandfather manifests himself in trance in an embodied way in 
him, as is characteristic for the “incorporation trance” of ATR.

• Todd Kyles apparently also had an innate gift of divination by means of oracular 
“bones”, rather “seeing” a case than by mere interpretation of the oracular 
configuration.

• It appears that the familial field of this immigrant family from England with their 
mediumistic heritage has interacted (on its own) with the mediumistic culture of 
South Africa to bring forth a mediumistic calling which manifested itself in the form 
of South African mediumism. 

• To emphasise this point in Jungian terms: It is as if Todd Kyles had “tapped into” the 
Black African “Collective Unconscious” – which would dispute Jung’s view that it is 
somehow “genetically” encoded – but might be in keeping with his views about the 
relative autonomy of such fields, as discussed in his lecture on “Synchronicity”.  

http://www.daserste.de/information/politik-weltgeschehen/weltspiegel/suedafrika-heilerjunge-100.html


Observations (1)
• The case of Kyle Todds is interesting. If his family had stayed in 

England, his mediumistic gift might have been appreciated in his 
family as evidence that such a gift is indeed running in the family. 
Maybe it would have brought him to a Kardecist circle or would have 
raised interest in Tarot or I Ging in him. 

• It is doubtful that he would have undergone a full formation to a 
trained medium, as it happened in South Africa. We may attribute 
this development to the cultural practises in SA where he grew up.

• So far “culturalists” would agree and declare this to be a case of 
“attribution of meaning” to an otherwise unexplained phenomenon 
and of engaging in associated cultural practises.

• There are however features in the way in which his mediumistic 
calling expressed itself which may be attributed to a sympathetic 
attitude of his parents to African mediumism, which included taking 
counsel and healing from a sangoma, but no knowledge about the 
specific features in which a calling unfolds itself.  



Observations (2)
• There fore a second, intrinsic, process is identifiable here which 

cannot be explained with the idea of “attributed meaning”: 

• This is the report that Todd Kyles foresaw the person he had to see 
for training to a Sangoma – whom he did not know nor where he 
lived – and to be guided to his house by foreknowledge through a 
dream and by  intuitive knowledge at every junction of this big 
“township” – Mamelodi has some 350 000 inhabitants. 

• Events of this nature are frequent in the reports about the initial 
steps of true sangomas. They are a standard motif and one of the 
proofs of a true calling. As such they have a place in culture.

• We can observe that this “cultural pattern” manifests itself 
intrinsically in the way his mediumistic endowment took shape in the 
South African environment.

• Possibly his father’s encounter with traditional African mediumism –
he had been healed from  an intractable condition by a Sangoma -
contributed to this emergence of the “Sangoma pattern” of calling.



Observations (3) and the issue of ”field”

1) The reception of SA mediumism if facilitated by the exchange 
between European and Bantu African cultures in the common South 
African society.

2) It is conditioned by the receiving field of European culture and by the 
possibility of Europeans to identify with white actors in the SA cultural 
sphere.

3) It is also actively spread by Black (bantu) South Africans asserting 
their own culture and world views towards European world views.

4) It has perceptible effects of changing views among whites and 
apparently among European audiences.

5) A “deep effect” may also be observed. That the exposure to African 
world views alters the intrinsic mediumistic experiences of whites in SA. 

6) It will be interesting to see if such effects also occur among European 
audiences who are only exposed to the SA mediumistic field through the 
internet or if they require to actually live in SA to happen.  



Conclusions and considerations about the role of “field”
If such culturally evolved mediumistic fields, which structure both the external 
and internal phenomena of those who experience a mediumistic calling even 
among those who were not raised with the concepts of Black SA culture can be 
observed, then this is relevant to the issue of cultural exchange and of 
intercultural experience with regard to mediumism.

The assumption of such culturally structured mediumistic fields may be 
relevant to observing if the spread of reports about such phenomena by the 
internet affects the recipients in other contexts than black SA culture. 

The question of “field” and about how far it extends is disputed among 
sangomas. Some feel that it is necessary for a person seeking consultation to 
actually sit on the diviner’s mat for divination to work. Others contend that the 
internet may be sufficient for such a spiritual field to arise. Sangomas claim 
that their “ancestors” or mentor spirits, communicate with those of a client or 
an initiate. (See L.-R. N. Mlisa.) Possibly this also works through the internet.

This perspective challenges us to look beyond our European interpretation of 
mediumism as merely an extended power of an individual  “self”.
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